Ask About Our RSS!
To make it even more convenient for editors to use our stories, NAPS has added an RSS
syndication feed to our Web site. Simply hit the RSS button on our site for automated
updates on available content.
Why not arrange to receive Featurettes in the format that works best for you?
Simply call us toll free at (800) 222-5551 or e-mail your request to us at
printmedia@napsnet.com. We can provide Featurettes on CD-ROM, Macintosh and
IBM diskettes, or you can download it online at our www.napsnet.com Web site.
For any inquiries pertaining to our television and radio departments, e-mail us at
broadcastmedia@napsnet.com.
Gary Lipton
Media Relations Manager

Phone: 1-(800)-222-5551
Fax: 1-(800)-990-4329
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Fresh Ideas For Fall Flowers
(NAPSA)—If you’re looking for
a way to spruce up your home
with fresh fall flowers, try thinking outside of the vase and using
this rule of thumb: If it can hold
water, it can hold flowers.
That means you don’t have to
run out and buy vases or other
items to hold your flowers. Instead,
just take a look around the house
or yard for inspiration. You can
hold flowers in favorite collectables
(think china animals, sugar bowls,
etc.), pitchers or even in hollowedout fruit. In fact, any watertight
container will do. Here’s a short
list to get your creative ideas going
and to help you add flowers to
every room of your home:
• Old watering cans, enamelware pitchers, cast-iron kettles,
antique coal hods and teapots
make great bases for doorstep
arrangements, country kitchens
or baths.
• Ready for a fun and creative
project? Collect an assortment of
plain bottles, vases or containers
and decorate them with fabric, ribbons, paint, sequins or even gift
wrap. Make each design unique or
come up with a special motif.
• A row of champagne glasses
with a large blossom in each
makes any dinner an elegant occasion. Soda bottles, wine bottles,
mason jars or colored glass bottles
are great for a more casual affair
and are also attractive clustered
on a coffee table.
• Use bowls and shallow
dishes for floating flower heads
and add floating candles for a
bright and shining effect.
• Don’t let your creativity stop
with the container. You can add
decorative elements to any
arrangement—again by looking
around your own house and yard.
Be sure each element can tolerate
water—or use it to surround the
arrangement. Anything you collect

Eight Tips For Choosing Child Care
A PSA Test For Prostate
Cancer Saved My Life
by Stan Rosenfeld
Chair, Patient Services
Advocacy Committee,
University of California,
San Francisco
(NAPSA)—I was diagnosed
with prostate cancer in 1997. I
had been getting yearly PSA
(prostate specific antigen) tests.
Even though I had no symptoms,
the PSA test came up positive.
This is almost always the case
when prostate cancer is caught
early enough to be curable. I was

Use decorative elements that
tolerate water to personalize
your flower arrangements.

Look around your house and
yard for inventive ways to accent
fall flowers for your home.
or have on hand—including ceramics, pottery, glass, stones, twigs,
leaves, acorns, shells and more—
can add a personalized element to
your floral arrangement.
There are as many fall flower
decorating possibilities as there
are flowers.
For more creative ideas, visit
www.flowerpossibilities.com.

If you’re a man over 50, ask your doctor about
getting screened for prostate cancer. Give
support to your partner to get screened. For
more information, call 1-800-4-CANCER. It’s
your life.
Supported by the Oliver and Jennie Donaldson
Charitable Trust
treated successfully with surgery
and radiation. Without the PSA
test my cancer almost assuredly
would have gone to an advanced
stage, beyond hope of a cure.
Before the PSA test came into
use, men were more often coming to their physicians with
symptoms, and therefore with
advanced prostate cancer. The
death rate from prostate cancer
has been falling steadily since the
advent of the PSA test. For example, one of the Austrian states
introduced PSA mass screening,
reducing mortality from prostate
cancer by 40 percent.
I truly believe that without the
PSA test I would probably not be
here, sharing my call to all men
over 50 years of age to check with
their doctors about getting an
annual PSA test. It’s Your Life. A
message from the California
Health Communication Partnership, supported by the Oliver and
Jennie Donaldson Charitable
Trust. For more information, call
1-800-4-CANCER.

(NAPSA)—Selecting the best
child care arrangement is one of
the most important choices you’ll
make. How do you know which is
best and what should you look for
when evaluating child care centers that appear to have similar
offerings?
“Every child is unique, so it’s
important to choose a place
where your child feels at home
and the philosophy and approach
to learning agree with your own,”
said Sharon Bergen, senior vice
president of education and training for Knowledge Learning Corporation, the nation’s leading
provider of early childhood care
and education.
Bergen says once parents narrow the search to locations that
are convenient and affordable,
there are a number of questions
they should ask.
1. Is the center licensed?
2. Is it safe? Is the facility
clean? Does it have plenty of light
and fresh air? Are there formal
procedures for the arrival and
departure of children?
3. Is there enough indoor and
outdoor space for both quiet and
active learning and play?
4. Is there a clean, properly
equipped area specifically for
infants and toddlers? Is there
appropriate interaction and nurturing of infants and toddlers?
5. Is parent participation
encouraged? Are parents welcome
and encouraged to visit and
observe at any time? Does the center schedule parent conferences
and provide progress reports?

6. Does the center have strict
procedures for hiring caregivers?
Is the director a professional who
inspires confidence? Do teachers
have experience and skills in child
care methods? Are applicants fingerprinted when required by state
law and required to take a medical exam in compliance with state
licensing regulations? Are background checks and written references mandatory?
7. Does the center have a written plan you can see in action?
Are learning programs designed
for each age group?
8. Are education programs
focused on the whole child and
designed to meet the social, emotional, physical and intellectual
needs of children?
Bergen suggests carrying a
checklist and taking notes while
touring facilities. Answering
these questions will help parents
make an informed decision.

